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Really, you could call this 'A Bribe Blinds The Eyes of theWise 2' - the Rabbinic Edition.
***Updates Below*** A couple of weeks ago, in part 1, I took a look at some of the bribes BigPharma has been paying the medical profession, to get them happily chirping along aboutneeding to take 'vaccines', and to help in creating '3rd waves' and 'Delta variants' and I don'tknow what else. There, we touched briefly on the fact that many leading rabbis apparentlytook hundreds of thousands of shekels to 'promote' vaccines to their followers, and intheir schools and communities.

====
Then, one of my readers sent me this cutting from the Jewish Press, pretending to be a halachicdiscussion of why everyone absolutely must be forced and coerced to take an experimental



gene therapy against their will:

====
And then, I decided to do more of a search, to seeexactly who these poskim really are, who are puttingout all these psakei din that are so very thin on realhalacha and verified info, and so very thick on BigPharma propaganda.



Let us begin. EXHIBIT 1: What do Poskim say about the Covid 19 Vaccine? This is from theJewish Press, dated December 24, 2020, snippet below:
Rav Hershel Schachter, shlita, and Rav Mordechai Willig, shlita – with thesupport of Rav Dovid Cohen, shlita – have said the following in a combinedOrthodox Union/Rabbinical Council of America statement: “Pursuant to the adviceof your personal health care provider, the Torah obligation to preserve our lives andthe lives of others requires us to vaccinate for COVID-19 as soon as a vaccinebecomes available” (emphasis added). Rav Asher Weiss, shlita – in a detailedteshuvah available in Hebrew, as well as in an on-line English shiur – stated that hestrongly recommends taking the vaccine. Rav Chaim Kanievsky, shlita; RavGershon Edelstein, shlita; and Rav Shalom Cohen, shlita – three of the mostprominent Israeli chareidi rabbanim – have all stated that anyone who can get thevaccine should take it. (Rav Chaim, shlita, can be seen saying this on video.)

====
Let's run some 'conflict of interest' scores, shall we?
Let's start with Rav Asher Weiss.
The rodefshalom613 website did an excellent job of breaking down the flaws in his psakhalacha, such as it was. But here's the bit you really need to pay attention to:

Rav Weiss is the rav of Shaarei Tzedek Hospital in Jerusalem whichadvocates for vaccines. Rav Weiss’s Kollel is supported by Rabbi Dovid Fuldand through that Rav Weiss. Rabbi Fuld is so radical when it comes to vaccinesthat he takes the extreme and dangerous view that parents who don’t vaccinatetheir children should have their children taken away.
====

Financial conflict of interest score for R' Asher Weiss:10/10
====

We've already covered off Rav Chaim KanievskyHERE and HERE; we touched on RavGershon Edelstein HERE. I'm sure there is more digging and more information to find on theabove named too - including members of their households and the institutions being run in theirnames - but for now, let's take a look at another set of the people quoted as the poskim pushing

https://www.jewishpress.com/indepth/opinions/what-do-poskim-say-about-the-covid-19-vaccine/2020/12/24/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-yichus-of-rav-kanievsky-part-2/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-yichus-of-rav-kanievsky/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-edelstein-connection/


vaccines, in that Jewish Press article. And also, let's take a look at the guy who authored thatarticle, one Rabbi Dr. Aaron E. Glatt. In fact, let's start with him.
====

HERE is his bio:
Rabbi Aaron E. Glatt, MD, FACP, FIDSA, FSHEA, is chairman of the Departmentof Medicine and hospital epidemiologist at South Nassau Communities Hospitaland clinical professor of medicine at Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. Heis also the associate rabbi of the Young Israel of Woodmere.

====

https://www.jewishpress.com/author/rabbidraaroneglatt/
https://www.jewishpress.com/author/rabbidraaroneglatt/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/aaron-glatt-jewish-press-bio/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/aaron-glatt-jewish-press-bio/


And here's just a small selection of some of the articles andpieces Rabbi Doctor Glatt has been blanketing the frumJewish world, over the last few months, to push Covid 19restrictions and vaccines:
From April 6, 2020,Newsday.com website:

==
From March 2020, on the Hamodia website, pushing social distancing, masks, zero prayers in aminyan and total lockdown:
‘We Are at a Tipping Point’: An Interview with Rabbi Dr.Aaron E. Glatt

==
From April 2020, The Lakewood Scoop, giving over a 'psak din' that of course all this lockdown-mask-forbidding minyans stuff is pikuach nefesh: Crucial video and letter from Rabbi Dr AharonGlatt

==
There's literally pages and pages of all his interviewsand articles.

http://web.archive.org/web/20200408100347/https://www.newsday.com/news/health/coronavirus/ventilator-hospital-passover-1.43720160
https://hamodia.com/2020/03/15/tipping-point-interview-rabbi-dr-aaron-e-glatt/
https://hamodia.com/2020/03/15/tipping-point-interview-rabbi-dr-aaron-e-glatt/
https://www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/04/crucial-letter-and-video-from-rabbi-dr-aaron-glatt.html
https://www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/04/crucial-letter-and-video-from-rabbi-dr-aaron-glatt.html


He's been really, really busy, bless him! Now, let's see what his financial connections are, to BigPharma and the corrupt government institutions that have been pushing the Covid 19plandemic.
====

Let's start with the Icahn Medical school, where DrAaron Glatt is [apparently - read on] a clinicalprofessor of medicine.
On the Icahn website, we learn this:

Our NIH funding is among the highest nationwide.
NIH is of course Antony Fauci, and in case you forgot why that might be a 'conflict of interest'with Covid 19, let me jog your memory: Fauci admits NIH funding of Wuhan lab denies gain offunction

====
If you go to the TorahCafe webiste HERE, you learnmore about Dr Aaron Glatt's many different jobs.
Here's some highlights:

Rabbi Dr. Aaron Glatt studied and earned his BA at YU, and received Rabbinicordination from Rabbi Avraham Tzvi Wosner at Machon LeTorah Vehora’ah.... Heis currently the executive vice president and chief administrative officer at MercyMedical Center in Rockville Center Long Island. Previously, he was President &CEO of St. Joseph Hospital in Bethpage, NY, and a full Professor of InfectiousDiseases and former Associate Dean at NY Medical College. Prior to that, heserved as Chair of Medicine at Our Lady of Mercy Medical Center in the Bronx,and Chief of Infectious Diseases at St. Vincent Catholic Medical Centers inBrooklyn and Queens. .... He served on editorial boards of major publicationsand on many government, hospital, medical school and public healthcommittees. He is a spokesperson for the Infectious Disease Society ofAmerica.
====

http://www.report.nih.gov/award/index.cfm
https://nypost.com/2021/05/25/fauci-admits-nih-funding-of-wuhan-lab-denies-gain-of-function/
https://nypost.com/2021/05/25/fauci-admits-nih-funding-of-wuhan-lab-denies-gain-of-function/
https://www.torahcafe.com/scholar/rabbi-dr-aaron-glatt_0000001185.html


Wow. Now that's impressive. But I have to admit to being somewhat puzzled by the factthat the jobs he mentions in his Jewish Press bio, above, are totally different from theones being mentioned here, in his Torah Cafe bio.... You can see his LinkedIn page HERE.
Maybe my eyes aren't working so good, but I can't seeany trace of that medical professorship at the IcahnMedical School.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/glattmdceo/


(Screenshot below)





====
Of course, I must have just missed it.
Hevrey, do me a favor and please help me to rustle thatinformation up, because God forbid I should be questioningthe integrity of someone as kosher as Dr Glatt.
In the meantime, let's move on to THIS apparently undated article from the Jewish Voice,entitled: Dr. Aaron E. Glatt Named Recipient of Prestigious NY American College ofPhysicians Laureate Award Which is where we learn the following:
[Dr Aaron Glatt] was also appointed by NassauCountry Executive Laura Curran as a liaisonto the Orthodox community for public healthand infectious disease matters.

====
In other words, he is being paid by the US governmentspecifically to 'persuade' the orthodox Jewishcommunity to take the Covid 19 shots.
Financial conflict of interest score for R' Dr Aaron Glatt: 10/10

====
Ok, now finally we can take a look at some of thoseother poskim being quoted by the illustrious Dr Maybe-Not-So-Glatt .
Specifically, these three: Rav Hershel Schachter, shlita, Rav Mordechai Willig, shlita RavDovid Cohen, shlita

====

https://thejewishvoice.com/2020/10/dr-aaron-e-glatt-named-recipient-of-prestigious-ny-american-college-of-physicians-laureate-award/
https://thejewishvoice.com/2020/10/dr-aaron-e-glatt-named-recipient-of-prestigious-ny-american-college-of-physicians-laureate-award/
https://thejewishvoice.com/2020/10/dr-aaron-e-glatt-named-recipient-of-prestigious-ny-american-college-of-physicians-laureate-award/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Willig


R' Hershel Shacter has an interesting family tree, tracing all the way back to Moshe'HaSeraph' Spravadlivi, and you can see a bit of it yourself HERE. We'll come back to thisanother time, as I think I just tripped over another bit of that hidden Real Jewish History, but it'sgoing to take a bit of unpicking to figure out WHAT exactly is going on there. But really, I'mlooking for financial links that would suggest an undeniable conflict of interest. Look whatturns up, from an article back in 2004, entitled: RIETS To Pay Tribute to Four DistinguishedRoshei Kollel at May 5 Dinner in NYC Snippet below:
The event... will begin with Torah presentations at 5 p.m. by the roshei kollel: RabbiJ. David Bleich, Rabbi Michael Rosensweig, Rabbi Hershel Schachter, and RabbiMordechai I. Willig.... Rabbi Bleich is rosh kollel of the Rabbi Norman Lamm KollelLe’Hora’ah and the Ludwig Jesselson Kollel Chaverim and holds the Herbert andFlorence Tenzer Chair in Jewish Law and Ethics at RIETS. Rabbi Rosensweig isrosh kollel of the Israel Henry Beren Institute for Higher Talmudic Studies andholds the Nathan and Perel Schupf Chair in Talmud. Rabbi Schachter is roshkollel of the Adina and Marcos D. Katz Kollel and holds the Nathan and VivianFink Distinguished Professorial Chair in Talmud at RIETS. Rabbi Willig is roshkollel of the Bella and Harry Wexner Kollel Elyon and holds the Rabbi Sol RothChair in Talmud and Contemporary Halakhah at RIETS.

====
In a minute, we'll get to the connection with LesWexner.
(I'm sure those with sharp eyes have already spotted it.)
But before we do, let's take a closer look at the Adina andMarcos D Katz Foundation, who fund Rabbi Shacter'skollel.
Because there, we notice some interesting connections. Take a look at some of the peopleand places who have been awarded the 'Katz Prize' in recent years. I can't tell you howmuch that prize is worth, nor what people have to do to get it. And let me also point out that I'musing this as an example of how our 'leaders' are being totally corrupted behind the scenes by'prizes' and freebies and honors that you and me don't even know anything about.
I don't know what the Katz Foundation really stands for,what it's really pushing, nor who is really behind it.

https://www.geni.com/people/Moshe-Spravedlivi/6000000002717858789
https://blogs.yu.edu/news/riets-to-pay-tribute-to-four-distinguished-roshei-kollel-at-may-5-dinner-in-nyc/
https://blogs.yu.edu/news/riets-to-pay-tribute-to-four-distinguished-roshei-kollel-at-may-5-dinner-in-nyc/


(You can see the Katzs rubbing shoulders with all sorts of Israeli politicians and 'leaders'below'.) https://youtu.be/6LuKcVOOYRQ?list=TLGGOvvi3ogoaYYxNjA4MjAyMQ And that'sreally a problem.
====

Recipients from 2021:
(No information is given about what any of these people did to get this prize.)
Rabbi Gabriel Goldman - the Rabbi of Kfar Adumim. No information is given about what hedid to get this prize.
Rabbi Yitzchak Shilat - Co-founded and serves as a senior faculty member at Yeshivat BirkatMoshe, the Hesder yeshiva of Maale Adumim.
Prof. Shulamit Levanberg - She's a professor of Biomedical Engineering, at the HaifaTechnion. Here's here research interests:

==
Hey. Levanberg set up a new start-up to produce fake printed meat, called AlephFarms. MarcBuckley, a 'World Economic Forum' Expert Advisor sits on their board - and his website isbasically one big smorgasbord of New World Order / Great Economic Reset propaganda andprojects.

==

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yitzchak_Sheilat
https://bme.technion.ac.il/en/team/prof-levenberg-shulamit/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/shulamit-levenberg/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/shulamit-levenberg/
https://marcbuckley.earth/
https://www.aleph-farms.com/about-us
https://marcbuckley.earth/
https://marcbuckley.earth/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/aleph-farms/


====
Tzurbah M'Rabbanan - This is the Talmud Program of the Torah Academy of BergenCounty.
And here's a creepy video they put out last year as part of a VERY thorough 'Covid 19'response: (Note the many references to working closely with the US Ministry of Health.)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YR-AYbTJ1DI&list=PL7Qg5tLzSkLvYk9tfF7cilGUg0giC5J8b&index=14

====
And that's just for 2021.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-ou-and-the-wexner-connection/aleph-farms/
https://www.tabc.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=427277&type=d&pREC_ID=2026111
https://www.tabc.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=427277&type=d&pREC_ID=2026111


Here's some interesting names from previous years, andthen let's get to Bella and Harry Wexner's connection toMordechai Willig.
2019's winners include:
R' Eliezer Melamed - Controversial rabbi of Har Bracha and founder and 'spiritual guide' ofArutz 7 news site. R' Alfonso Pedazur Arbib - Chief Rabbi of Milan, epicentre of Italy's 'Covid19' outbreak. R' Dr Ratzon Aruzi - Chief Rabbi of Kiryat Ono.

==
2018's winners include:
Rabbi Asher Zelig Weiss - the same guy we spoke about above, who gave the psak thatpeople HAVE to vaccinate. Rabbi Yosef Tzvi Rimon - Just elected Gush Etzion's Chief Rabbi.

==
2017's winners include:
R' Shlomo Dichovski - Judge in the 'Beit Din HaGadol' of Jerusalem. Rabbi Dr. MordechaiHalperin - this is another very interesting individual that I've never heard of, but really shouldhave. Snippet from Wikipedia:

Mordechai Halperin is an Israeli rabbi, physician and scientist. He is chief officer ofmedical ethics for the Israeli Ministry of Health and director of the FalkSchlesinger Institute for Medical-Halachic Research in Jerusalem. Halperin isalso a member of the Bioethics Advisory Committee of the Israel Academy ofSciences and Humanities.
====

So, we have to ask the obvious question:
Where on earth has this guy been, the last year and ahalf, in this whole 'forced vax' saga?!
I can't find a single article or post quoting him about what's going on around Covid 19 in Israel.Isn't that remarkable?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eliezer_Melamed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eliezer_Melamed
http://files8.webydo.com/92/9238631/UploadedFiles/C47A9F04-DA0F-E925-57B4-92524E7B5D8C.pdf
http://files8.webydo.com/92/9238631/UploadedFiles/984F9ABB-DAD2-4BB3-C74C-9DCC2FCC3C99.pdf
http://files8.webydo.com/92/9238631/UploadedFiles/88C2BB5B-1C7E-A705-2ABA-185BD2B7F3D7.pdf
http://files8.webydo.com/92/9238631/UploadedFiles/88C2BB5B-1C7E-A705-2ABA-185BD2B7F3D7.pdf
https://www.jewishpress.com/news/jewish-news/rabbi-yosef-zvi-rimon-elected-as-gush-etzions-chief-rabbi/2021/08/15/
http://files8.webydo.com/92/9238631/UploadedFiles/E95A57AD-CBD7-E7B3-C335-251935457D61.pdf
https://www.yeshiva.co/rabbi/79
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Halperin
https://www.yeshiva.co/rabbi/79
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Halperin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Halperin


This is the Chief Officer for Medical Ethics for the IsraeliMinistry of Health - and I can't find even one publicstatement from him, about Covid 19?
====

So again, how much are all these prizes worth, what are people being asked to do, to get them,and why isn't there public accountability for how our 'leaders' are being influenced by all these'prizes' (which can also be spelt B-R-I-B-E-S). Other winners of this prize include the PuahInstitute (2015); R' Isaac Michel Guggenheim, the Chief Rabbi of Paris (2015); the late R'Lord Dr Jonathan Sacks (2014) - and last but not least, our very own R' Hershel Shacter(2014), of RIET fame.
====

BTW, it's also interesting to see who is making allthese 'decisions'.
2014's prizes were decided by R' Israel Meir Lau; Professor Menachem Ben-Sasson and R'Adin Steinsaltz. By 2019, it was Prof Menachem Ben-Sasson, joined by R' Shlomo Dichovski, R'Aryeh Stern and R' Haim Sabato. Always the same names, always the same people. It's avery cosy club.

====
OK, let's finish this up by taking a quick look at who ispaying for the kollel of R' Mordechai Willig.

"Rabbi Willig is rosh kollel of the Bella and Harry Wexner Kollel Elyon."
Bella and Harry Wexner have avery famous son. His name is Les Wexner. This from Wikipedia:

Wexner had a close relationship with Jeffrey Epstein that began in the 1980sand continued until at least 2007. He was the primary billionaire client of Epstein,a financier that claimed to only work with clients with a net worth of one billion USDor greater. Epstein became Wexner's financial manager in 1987. Wexnerpurchased the New York property, the Herbert N. Straus House, in 1989 and latertransferred it to Epstein in the mid-1990s following his marriage to Abigail. In July1991, Wexner granted Epstein power of attorney and also instated him as a trusteeon the board of the Wexner Foundation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordechai_Willig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Wexner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_N._Straus_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wexner_Foundation


====
It's at least possible that pedophile, child-traffickingEpstein was the one who made the decision to fundMordechai Willig's kollel at RIETS.
Doesn't that make you want to throw up? And also remember, we have in no way bottomed outthe whole relationship between 'science funding' Epstein and this whole dystopian, graphenenanobot, gene editing disaster we are currently experiencing. But he's definitely connectedsomehow, as this recent New York Times headline makes clear: Bill Gates met with JeffreyEpstein many times, despite his past.

====
Enough for today. You want to know what you can do about all this (apart from pray)? Startpublically questioning these people on their sources of funding, and their prizes.
Start writing formal letters to them, and their organisations,and to the 'frum media' outlets, demanding to be told whatmoney they are receiving, in what format, from who.
And then sit back and watch the panicked stampede begin.
They got away with all this for so long because we letthem.
We didn't do our due diligence, we didn't ask questions, we put 'being polite' over beinginformed. But no more! A blind bribes the eyes of the wise.
And as I keep showing you, it's hard to find a single 'pro-Covid shots' person out there who cannot be shown to havemassive vested interests, usually financial, within 5 secondsof checking them out.

====

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/12/business/jeffrey-epstein-bill-gates.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/12/business/jeffrey-epstein-bill-gates.html


UPDATE:
Reader C. just sent me this:
It seems Marcos D Katz was an Israeli armsdealer. Take a look:
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3011888
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1986-12-01-8603300733-story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1986/12/12/israeli-economy-depends-on-nations-role-as-arms-exporter/2bc58146-54e7-4bd2-8c92-cb5a93ba28a3/

====
Man, was he ever.
This guy seems to have been bang, slap in the middleof the Iran-Contra scandal, amongst other things.
Here's a screenshot snippet from that first JStor article:

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3011888
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1986-12-01-8603300733-story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1986/12/12/israeli-economy-depends-on-nations-role-as-arms-exporter/2bc58146-54e7-4bd2-8c92-cb5a93ba28a3/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1986/12/12/israeli-economy-depends-on-nations-role-as-arms-exporter/2bc58146-54e7-4bd2-8c92-cb5a93ba28a3/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1986/12/12/israeli-economy-depends-on-nations-role-as-arms-exporter/2bc58146-54e7-4bd2-8c92-cb5a93ba28a3/


====
So, it turns out that 'Mexican' Marcos D. Katz - fromCracow - ends up being a fundamental part of 'thenetwork' that runs the State of Israel.
His family links have all been 'privated' on geni - like wall to wall hidden - but 'Katz' is one ofthose names that just keeps coming up again and again and again, so I suspect that this 'Katz'from Cracow is one of our Frankist-Freemason connections. It's the little things that give itaway, like the fact he was secretly dealing in arms for Israel in Latin America, and thenpaying off a whole bunch of people to subvert the orthodox Jewish community fromwithin via his fake foundation. BTW, I'm trying to find some concrete details of the Katz



foundation, like public filings, accounts, something. So far nothing has turned up. I.e. thisfoundation just doesn't exist in the 'real world'.
Which would make sense, if it was just a 'cut out' forthe Frankist-Freemason State of Israel, to pay off our'rabbis'.
TBC

====
UPDATE 2:
I found Marcos D Katz real family tree, fromHERE - the RIETS obit for his late father, EphraimAryeh Leibesh. He's originally a Dorf, and HERE is his immediate family tree.

Tarnopol is home to a lot of Hellers and Krochmals, amongst others - the usual interestingpeople. The Kenner family tree is also mostly 'privated' for as far as the eye can see, so it's hardto know how they all connect to the Frankist-Freemason nexus. But I'm sure they do connect.And at some point, all these secret connections will all come out.
====

UPDATE 3:
Dorfs are connected to the Lipshutz and Prager families. At least one of these names is knownto belong to an historically Frankist family - Prager is a corruption of Porges. Something tells meI should take a closer look at RIETS.
And a few other of the places being funded by the non-existent 'Katz Foundation'.

https://www.nytimes.com/1997/07/02/classified/paid-notice-deaths-katz-ephraim-aryeh-leibesh.html
http://www.kehati.co.il/Dorf/D4.htm#anchor2
https://www.geni.com/family-tree/index/6000000053217446825
http://www.porges.net/Frankists.html


Ah, there is no end of turning over stones, and finding the ucky creatures that lurk beneath. Butat least it's giving us a clearer picture of what's really going on here.
====

You might also like this article:
https://www.rivkalevy.com/bribes-blind-the-eyes-of-the-wise/
===
RIETS and Milken's Monsters
Date 2021-08-23 09:19:24
Categories Covid 19 Fake News Geula Israel Real Jewish History

Well, those RIETS people seem to have been pretty busyagain!



***Updates below*** The Jewish Press had more paid propaganda from them this weekend,kindly photographed by a reader in the US, for our delight and delectation:

That headline reads:
Yes, One is Halachically Obligated to Get The CovidVaccine
And it's penned by one Rabbi Daniel Z. Feldman. Now, I give you two guesses which augustinstitution Rabbi Daniel Z. Feldman works for. If you said 'the Mossad' - you were probably right!If you said 'the Rockefeller Institute' - you were probably also right! If you said 'the Mafia' - youwere probably also right again! But, technically speaking, he works for the Rabbi IsaacElchanan Theological Seminary at Yeshiva University as a "Rosh Yeshiva."

====
(R' Chananya Weissman penned a rebuttal to this article, btw, which you can see HERE orHERE.)

====

https://chananyaweissman.com/article.php?id=346
https://habayitah.blogspot.com/2021/08/alert-refruting-unsubstantiated.html
https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/image_123927839/


If you remember from THIS post, we already figured out that oneRosh Yeshiva from RIETS (R' Hershel Shachter) is running a kollel paid for by the fake Adinaand Marcos D. Katz Foundation. That foundation is a cut-out for the State of Israel, and ischannelling money that Katz made selling Israeli weapons to terrorist organisations in LatinAmerica and Iran (amongst many others, I'm sure). It's hard to beat that yichus, but I think thekollel being run by another Rosh Yeshiva from RIETS, R' Mordechai Willig just about managesit. Because his kollel at YU is being funded by the disgraced billionaire Les Wexner, whowas very closely associated with the child-trafficking pedophile Jeffrey Epstein.
====

So, very tough competition on the 'guess who isfunding my kollel' front at RIETS / YU.
But Rabbi Feldman seems to be holding his own. If you go HERE, you'll find the faculty page forRIETS / YU. Snippet below:

Rabbi Daniel Z. Feldman is a Rosh Yeshiva at the Rabbi Isaac ElchananTheological Seminary at Yeshiva University, as well as an instructor in the SySyms School of Business, and serves as the Executive Editor of the RIETSinitiative of YU Press. He is an alumnus of Yeshivat Kerem B’Yavneh and receivedhis ordination (Yoreh Yoreh and Yadin Yadin) from the Rabbi Isaac ElchananTheological Seminary, where he was a fellow of the Bella and Harry WexnerKollel Elyon.
====

Well, humbling as it is to be in the presence of aperson who graduated from a Kollel funded by LeslieWexner, I find I still have to do a bit more digging.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-and-the-wexner-connection/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/image_123927839/
https://www.yu.edu/riets/faculty


Because when a Rabbi, a 'Rosh Yeshiva', appears in an orthodox Jewish paper makingstatements like "Yes, One is Halachically Obligated to Get The Covid Vaccine" - well, I justwant to know where that guy is really coming from. The Sy Syms School of Business of YUtakes my eye, so I go over to their home page HERE.
====

THIS is the Wikipedia page for Sy Syms, who used to be aradio broadcaster called 'Sy Merns' before he somehowbecome a centimillionaire selling cheap 'designer' suits.
In the old days, I used to believe these incredible rags-to-riches stories, but now I don't. Now, Ibelieve all these instant centimillionaires / billionaires are just actors fronting 'businessoperations' that launder money for the deep state spooks, who in turn are 'running the world' fora very small group of uber-wealthy people. If you want to read more about Sy Syms - whoseems to have been incredibly media-shy about how his company actually made all that money,which is strange given his previous career - try THIS Forbes article from 2009.

====
In terms of what else I can learn about him, I see that his company was floated on the StockExchange by Bear Stearns and the Rothschilds in 1983 - two big red flags, right there. And thatalso, weirdly, Syms Corp owned a subsidiary called The Rothschild's Haberdashery.

====
If you readTHIS article about Syms Corp on Encyclopedia.com, you'll see that it makesabsolutely no sense that this business managed to make the insane amount of money that itdid, selling cheap suits.

https://www.yu.edu/syms/about/mission-history
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The only thing more incredible is to believe that LesleyWexner became a multi-billionaire from sellingunderwear.
In the real world, these things just don't happen. (Just go and ask Moshe, who sells underwearand socks in Mahane Yehuda, how many personal jets he owns....)

====
It's also strange to me that 'Sy Syms' - who was not anobservant Jew himself - would bequest such a hugeamount of money to an 'orthodox institution' likeYeshiva University.
In fact, so many of the people bequeathing money to the YU and its institutions are NOT evenapproaching orthodox, and in many instances are 'anti' orthodox. So, the mystery deepens, asto why YU is regularly pulling in millions and millions of dollars from these guys.

====
Let's get back to the Sy Syms School of Business.
As I scroll through a bunch of people named 'Schiff' and 'Ginsburg', this paragraph stands outas something to investigate further:

====
Hey! Some of those names sound kind of familiar. Let's see why. This is the Wikipedia pageforIra Rennert.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ira_Rennert


There, you'll learn that Ira Rennert was one of MichaelMilken's monsters - except he somehow managed to skatethrough the whole junk bond scandal, without getting acriminal record.
====

You'll also discover that:
Rennert and his wife Ingeborg have made many charitable donations tovarious organizations.

Those organisation include:
The Rennert Entrepreneurial Institute of Sy Syms School of Business at YeshivaUniversity. The Ingeborg Rennert Center for Jerusalem Studies at Bar-IlanUniversity. "The Rennerts also helped to fund the construction of The Western WallHeritage Foundation in Jerusalem (the visitor's center is called The Ingeborgand Ira Leon Rennert Hall of Light)." The Jonas Mendel (Yonah Menachem BenMendel) Rennert Memorial Chapel at the Center for Jewish History. Rabbi AharonBina's new yeshiva in Israel, Yeshivat Netiv Aryeh.

====
That's quite a list, hey!
A few months ago, just after the murders in Meronoccurred, I started looking into who really 'owns' whatpieces of holy real estate in Eretz Yisrael.
Long story short - and I'm still checking out the details - it appears that the Israeli governmentoutsourced ownership and responsibility for the Kotel to the 'non-profit organisation' called theWestern Wall Heritage Foundation. And it further appears that the people who 'own' theWestern Wall Heritage Foundation are private individuals located on the EasternSeaboard of the USA. I'm still getting my ducks in a row about that part of the story, and I'll putsomething up once it's a bit more solidified.

====
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We'll check out a few other of IraRennert's charidees in just a moment, but just to bringthe focus back to Covid 19 and any potential conflictsof interests, with all these rabbinic 'experts'...
Let me remind you that back in THIS post, from a few months ago, we pulled together evenmore of the information - form the State of Israel's own website - to show that:

The Rothschilds, Wexner and Michael Milkenare effectively running the State of Israel as theirprivate fiefdom.
====

Here's a snippet from that post:
 Lesley Wexner, Michael Milken, the Mandel brothers and theRothschilds (especially the French and English branches)are defacto setting the policy of the State of Israel, and running thecountry irrespective of who we vote for.
 Lesley Wexner has been directly connected to Jeffrey Epstein and hischild trafficking, prostitution and blackmail outfit. Epstein wasmanaging the funds for the Wexner Foundation for years, and the WexnerFoundation has been funding its grads in Israel for a couple of decades.
 Michael Milken is ‘the junk bond king’ at the centre of a group ofcorporate raiders who were christened ‘Milken’s Monsters’. Most ofthem were Jews, and many of them, like the late Meshulam Riklis hadclose ties to the State of Israel – Riklis bought Ariel Sharon’s Negev Ranchfor him.
 Donald Trump pardoned Michael Milken for his crimes just inFebruary, 2019. Isn’t that a CO-IN-CID-ENCE.

====

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-smoking-gun/
https://www.kirbysommers.com/blog-1/tag/Milken%27s+Monsters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meshulam_Riklis


There is a VERY strong 'Covid 19' connection withMichael Milken, and the Milken Foundation.
I covered that in more detail HERE, but here's the low down required, for this post:

 One of Michael Milken’s ‘fellows’, Moshe Bar Simon-Tov, was the head of theIsrael Health Department when the COVID-1984 plandemic hit Israel, and he wasone of the main people, along with the WHO’s Itamar Grotto, who was pumping up thehysteria, and demanding a full lock down from day one.
 The Milken Institute came out with a report back in 2007 that demanded the Stateof Israel create a Tissue Bank, so that it could capitalise on it's population's wide arrayof genetic material - and become a world leader in 'bio-medicine'.

Man, I just re-read these articles, and it's all coming together with what we now know aboutnanotech, DNA Origami, and fake Covid 19 'vaccines'. Go take a look yourselves: Israel'sTissue Bank Meet the Real Government of Israel The Smoking Gun
====

Point is, for this post, it's AM-AZI-NG how the samepeople, the same names, keep popping back up in thisstory.
Milken and his monsters are literally all over the State of Israel, and all over so manyother Jewish organisations, and especially all over places like YU University and RIETS.Let's just come back to this paragraph, where YU is 'boasting' about the people they've hadcome and speak at their Sy Symons business school:

====

https://www.rivkalevy.com/meet-the-real-government-of-israel/
https://milkeninnovationcenter.org/fellows/moshe-bar-siman-tov/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/israels-tissue-bank/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-smoking-gun/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/meet-the-real-government-of-israel/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/israels-tissue-bank/


Alan 'Ace' Greenberg:
Jeffrey Epstein taught his daughter at the Dalton School, and Greenbergis the one that gave Epstein his first job in finance at Bear Stearns in1978.
(You remember, Bear Stearns floated Sy Syms company on the Stock Exchange back in 1983for a ridiculously large amount of cash. All these people are connected.)

====
Mickey Drexler:
Runs in the same crowd as Les Wexner. This snippet comes from an interview Drexler gave toWMD back in October 2013:

====
Next: Ivan Seidenberg, the CEO of Verizon.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein
https://yandexwebcache.net/yandbtm?fmode=inject&tm=1629630140&tld=ru&lang=en&la=1628951808&text=Millard+%22Mickey%22+S.+Drexler+Lesley+Wexner&url=https%3A//wwd.com/business-news/business-features/the-great-department-store-debate-7240316/&l10n=ru&mime=html&sign=50fdb88275c0d558906cc1f8e4ab4e72&keyno=0
https://yandexwebcache.net/yandbtm?fmode=inject&tm=1629630140&tld=ru&lang=en&la=1628951808&text=Millard+%22Mickey%22+S.+Drexler+Lesley+Wexner&url=https%3A//wwd.com/business-news/business-features/the-great-department-store-debate-7240316/&l10n=ru&mime=html&sign=50fdb88275c0d558906cc1f8e4ab4e72&keyno=0
https://www.verizon.com/5g/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Seidenberg


Verizon's slogan on their homepage is currently this:
Verizon 5G: This is 5G built right.

====
Nothing wrong with that, you might say.
(In the meantime, go and take a look at all the articles appearing on the OrwellCity.comwebsite proving that these 5G towers are emitting ionising radiation, working in tandem withthegraphene oxide to mamash literally poison people with radiation. Like this one: 5G causesCOVID-19 symptoms (radiation sickness), seismic activity, the Hum sound, and the so-calledwaves) But never mind that.

====
Take a look at this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcxZTem6jL8&t=3s

https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/verizon-5g/
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====
These videos have a habit of 'disappearing' once Iferret them out, so here's some screenshots of therelevant bits:

https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/eric-schmidt/


https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/eric-schmidt/


Around the 21 minute mark, Google's Eric Schmidtstarts setting out his vision of an 'augmentedhumanity', where AI and computers start to 'merge'with humanity.
This is 11 years' ago, so they are still treading carefully and going full cyborg with us, but it'sinstructive to hear what he was saying even back then, as one of the main guys rolling out the5G network nods wisely by his side:

Google's Eric Schmidt: We are building all of that technology. The technicalaspects are personalisation, AI sharing, local information, identity deepindexing, ad system, targeting, automatic translation, voice and photorecognition.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Schmidt
https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/eric-schmidt-2/


https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/eric-schmidt-2/




====
PSSST... You know that Google, and Facebook, andApple and SpaceX and all these other tech companies



are all just fronts for intelligence and organisationslike DARPA, don't you?
There are no self-made billionaires. All these guys are all just working for the controllers. Andwith people like Schmidt, it gets pretty obvious. If you look at the Wikipedia page for him, youfind this:

In March 2016 it was announced that Eric Schmidt would chair a new advisoryboard for the Department of Defense, titled the Defense Innovation AdvisoryBoard. The advisory board serves as a forum connecting mainstays in thetechnology sector with those in the Pentagon.... From 2019 to 2021, Schmidtchaired the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence with RobertO. Work
====

Anyway.
Point is, it's increasingly looking like YU is beingfunded and run by the deep state.
Point is, that each time I dip a toe into who is funding the YU, I come back with a bunch ofcrooks and lowlifes, who seem to have strange links to 'science and technology', the State ofIsrael, Milken's Monsters, Les Wexner and Jeffrey Epstein. And the point is - I wouldn't trust asingle one of these 'Rosh Yeshivas' who are sitting in kollels, and teaching in 'schools' endowedby these people, to even tell me whether I need to kasher a spoon that fell into the wrong sink,let alone whether One is Halachically Obligated to Get The Covid Vaccine. A bribe blinds theeyes of the wise, remember?

====
Let me leave you with this New York Post headline,from 2015:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Schmidt
https://nypost.com/2015/12/07/ira-rennert-back-in-court-over-alleged-70m-pension-fraud/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/ira-rennert-pension-fraud/


====
And with this Daily Mail headline, also from 2015:

https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/ira-rennert-pension-fraud/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/daily-mail-rennert/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2938678/Reclusive-billionaire-friend-Bernie-Madoff-appears-court-allegedly-taking-100mllion-failing-company-build-one-largest-homes-America.html


====
Is this the level of 'business ethics' they are teachingtheir graduates, at Yeshiva University's Ira RennertEntrepreneurial Institute?

Ira Rennert has so many dodgy fingers in so many dodgy pies, I'm sure we'll come back to himagain soon.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/riets-and-milkens-monsters/daily-mail-rennert/


But in the meantime, it seems these 'opinion pieces'from the rabbis at RIETS are literally not worth thepaper they are written on, ethically or halachically.
And really, more of us should start pointing that out, and publically questioning just who isfunding all this corrupted 'Torah' - and why.

====
UPDATE:
In case anyone is still doubting the 'NWO' aspect running all this, the following also comes fromEric Schmidt's Wikipedia page:

Bilderberg Group He is a member of the Bilderberg Group and has attended theannual Bilderberg conferences every year since 2007 (except for 2009). He alsohas a listed membership with the Trilateral Commission. He is a member of theInternational Advisory Board at the Blavatnik School of Government, Universityof Oxford.
====

UPDATE 2:
Take a look at THIS story from the Arutz 7 site, back in 2016, snippet below:

18 Torah scrolls: Fallen soldiers, terror victims Inmoving ceremony at Western Wall yeshiva, final lettersare written in to new scrolls dedicated to the fallen.
At Yeshivat Netiv Aryeh at the Western Wall Plaza in Jerusalem a movingceremony was held on Thursday night, in which the final letters were written in 18new Torah scrolls, most of which were donated for the merit of fallen IDF soldiersand terror victims. Arutz Sheva was on hand for the ceremony, in which thesymbolic number of 18 scrolls was chosen as the numbers are the equivalent of"chai" in Hebrew, meaning "life."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Schmidt
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/211286


The scrolls were donated by the Americanbillionaire Yitzchak Leib Rennert, who so far hasdonated over 160 Torah scrolls.
Taking part in the moving ceremony was Tel Aviv Chief Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau,Jerusalem Sephardic Chief Rabbi Shlomo Amar, Merkaz Harav Yeshiva deanRabbi Ya'akov Shapira, Yeshivat Netiv Aryeh dean Rabbi Aryeh Bina, and IDFChief Rabbi Rafi Peretz.

====
First of all, 'Yitzhak Leib Rennert' is our guy, IraRennert - although Arutz 7 is hiding that info from itsreaders.
Second of all - is anyone else finding this strange, that Ira Rennert is donating 160 Torahscrolls and counting.... Say what?!? Something here just doesn't sound right.

====
And lastly - take a look at all those rabbis dancingattendance on Ira Rennert, as these same names come upagain and again and again.
The following snippets all come from the Wikipedia pages for these rabbis:
Rabbi Yaakov Shapira:

Yaakov Eliezer Kahana Shapira is the rosh yeshiva of the MercazHaRavyeshiva in Jerusalem and a member of the Chief Rabbinate Council.
(Notice the 'Kahana' name.)

==
Rabbi Rafi Peretz:
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Rafael "Rafi" Peretz...A former military officer and helicopterpilot who also servedas the Chief Military Rabbi of the Israel Defense Forces, he was the leader of theJewish Home party. Peretz was a member of the Knesset for the Yamina allianceuntil he separated from the faction in order to join the Netanyahu-led government.
Hey! Look where else I found Rafi Peretz:

What a CO-IN-CID-ENCE.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aviator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_Rabbinate
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==
Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau
Honestly?
I could do about eight posts on this individual, that famousscion of the infamous, Frankist Shor family.
Where to start? You already know he gets a lot of 'prizes' from a lot of different people:

In 2005, Lau was awarded the Israel Prize for his lifetime achievements and specialcontribution to society and the State of Israel. On 14 April 2011, he was awardedthe Legion of Honor (France's highest accolade) by French President NicolasSarkozy, in recognition of his efforts to promote interfaith dialogue.
==

He also got a prize directly from Rennert,too, in 2018. This comes from HERE:
The Guardian of Zion Award is an annual award given since 1997 to individualswho have been supportive of the State of Israel. It is awarded at the IngeborgRennert Center for Jerusalem Studies at Bar-Ilan University, where the prizerecipient gives the keynote address.
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====
And he's also found working on the other side of the equation, too, deciding who gets the prizesfrom the notorious arms dealing Katz Foundation in 2014, to quote just one example. And he'salso one of the Rabbis associated with that notorious Frankist-Freemason front called The ElijahInstitute. And he's also one of the Rabbis who spends a lot of timerubbing shoulders with thePope at the Vatican:

In 2000, Bakshi-Doron and Lau made headlines when they met with Pope JohnPaul II. It was later seen as a historical precedent which led the way to the 2005meeting between Chief Rabbis Shlomo Amar and Yona Metzger with thenew Pope, Benedict XVI.
==

The CO-IN-CID-ENCES here just keep coming toothick and fast to really keep up with.
Take a look at his Wikipedia page for yourself, and see what you find. But here's a lastinteresting point, for now. Can you guess which Rabbi 'liberated' R' Lau from Buchenwald?Check it out:
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He became a poster child for miraculous survival, and the inhumanity of the Naziregime, after U.S. Army chaplain Rabbi Herschel Schacter detected him hidingbehind a heap of corpses when the camp was liberated.
====

HERE is the Wiki page for R' Herschel Schacter theFirst:
Schacter was protege of Chabad rabbi Yisroel Jacobson, and a student ofRabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik. He earned a bachelor’s degree from YeshivaUniversity in New York City in 1938 and semikhah (rabbinic ordination) fromthe Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary in 1941.

What a small, small world it all is.
==

The late Rabbi Aryeh Bina
There are a LOT of red flags going up around this individual. I like to deal with indisputable factson my blog, and to try and minimize the necessary lashon hara as much as possible. Theindisputable fact is that there are a lot of sources - and even a dedicated website out there -suggesting that things are not at all what they should be at the Netiv Aryeh yeshiva. You decide
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for yourself, how much you want to dig into this subject.





====
Remember that old adage, birds of a feather flock together? It's an adage for a good reason.
It stands up.
Why are all these people - the same names, the same faces - palling around with 'Milken'smonsters'? What are they getting out of the relationship - and what are they expected togive back, in their role as 'rabbinic leaders of the Jewish community'? That is the question.

====
UPDATE 3: I just got sent this brief link showing more strange 'connections' between politiciansin the USA and the State of Israel, and Netiv Aryeh yeshiva:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X_Inh4-12k

====
I can't help it.
I'm seriously creeped out.
But maybe that's just me.

====
You might also like this post: https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/
Comments
Rivka Levy
And I'm also so sick of sifting through all this, so BH the end is also close from that side ofthings too...
Yakov Butterfield
If you think your Health Department or Ministry of Health is actually caring about you watchhttps://www.brighteon.com/633f9311-6de0-4732-a7de-029955032220 The Ringworm Children:Medical High Dose X-ray Experimentation on Sephardi Children by the Israeli Laborgovernment



Adelle
borer is assur on shabbos kodesh and I know we must be so close to the millennial shabbosbecause we’re sifting through it all now. this is mamash avodat kodesh. may hashem and thelight of rabeinu safeguard you, bring clarity and show us the emesser emes with simcha. likerabeinu says יכ החמשב ואצת it is the pathway of joy that brings us out of slavery into the freedomof geulah.
Devorah Chayah
Some of these names turn up HERE about 36 mins in. You might find it of interest.
Yossi
My entire life I have felt suspicion and distrust of all things YU, including their rabbinicgraduates, the whole "modern orthodox" shtik, and even the popular Maccabeats that think theycan make treif music kosher. I'm generalizing, but they do not support Aliyah and keep people indarkness while showing a veneer of orthodoxy. A perfect example of American assimilationhiding in sheep's clothing.
==
The not so lonely man of faith
Date 2021-08-19 11:03:50
Categories Being real Breslov Geula Israel Rabbi Eliezer Berland RealJewish History

I went to learn a little more about RIETS.
Following on from THIS piece, where we learned that one of the RIETS kollels is being fundedby money from a man who made his millions by clandestinely selling Israeli guns to terroristorganisations in Latin America (amongst others....); while another kollel is being funded by aman who was so close to child trafficking pedophile Jeffrey Epstein, he gave him his veryexpensive house for free.... Well. I decided that I should take another look at that augustinstitution known as The Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary of Yeshiva University, orRIETS for short.

====

https://www.bitchute.com/video/0SOJw9oTcOcr/
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HERE on their mission and history page, I found this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-N8h7k5-Yk&t=554s
Long story short... the graduates from RIETS arebasically running all the bits of 'frum America' thataren't being run by Chabad.
They have a very long reach. So now, who actually set this institution up? And who are theyconnected to?

====
The RIETS site lists a great many big names, but the one stands out as the 'the Rav' of RIETSis Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, the lonely man of faith. I didn't know this until I went tocheck, but R' Soloveitchik's grand-father is none other than Rabbi Chaim of Brisk. In fact, hehas quite the super-duper yichus. This comes from Wikipedia:

Joseph Ber Soloveitchik was born on February 27, 1903, in Pruzhany, ImperialRussia (later Poland, now Belarus). He came from a rabbinical dynasty dating backsome 200 years: His paternal grandfather was Chaim Soloveitchik, and his great-grandfather and namesake was Yosef Dov Soloveitchik, the Beis HaLevi. His great-great-grandfather was Naftali Zvi Yehuda Berlin (The Netziv), and his great-great-great-great grandfather was Chaim Volozhin. His father, Moshe Soloveichik (notedifferent spelling of last name), preceded him as head of the RIETS rabbinicalschool at Yeshiva University. On his maternal line, Soloveitchik was a grandsonof Eliyahu Feinstein and his wife Guta Feinstein, née Davidovitch, who, in turn, wasa descendant of a long line of Kapulyan rabbis, and of the Tosafot Yom Tov,the Shelah, the Maharshal, and Rashi.
====

Astute readers will notice that many of these names havealready popped up before on the blog, in less than flatteringcircumstances.
We covered the Tosfot Yom Tov HERE; we mentioned Rabbi Chaim of Volozhin - the illustriousancestor of Shimon Peres - HERE; and we didn't get to the NETZIV yet, because I only havetwo hands. But we will.... (BTW, did I mention that Israeli politician Yair Lapidis also adescendent of the Shelah? Nope? My bad....)

====
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The thesis we're developing here, in case you forgot, is that avery small, tiny group of people effectively hijackedleadership of the Jewish world somewhere between 2-400years ago.
They are all related to each other. They can be found in leadership positions on all sides of theIsrael / Chul; secular / religious; Litvak / Chassidishe divide. And the families they come fromare interesting for all the wrong reasons.
With that in mind, let's go take a look at how RIETSfits into this picture.

====
HERE's the geni entry for Rav Yosef DovSoloveitchik, the Beis HaLevi - the lonely man offaith's great-grandfather.

https://www.geni.com/family-tree/index/5675034716440048937
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/rabbi-yosef-dov-soloveitchik-geni/


====
Let me screenshot a few of the other 'illustrious'people to be found in his immediate family tree:

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/rabbi-yosef-dov-soloveitchik-geni/


As to expected, here's the Brisker Rav and sons:

====
Here we see that the Soloveitchik's are directly linked to some of thefounders of Neturei Karta, R' Aharon Katzenellenbogen and MosheHirsh.



And on the right we have R' Menachem Shlomo Bornstein, the 5th Rebbe of Sochaczewer-Radomsk.

====

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Shlomo_Bornsztain


Here we have R' Eliezer Rivlin and his descendent Rubi Rivlin, the former President ofIsrael, popping up as close relatives in the Soloveitchik family tree.

====
Let's see how Rav Eliezer Rivlin connects up with Hillel Rivlin of Shklov, who in turn is the sonof Binyamin Rivlin of Shklov (the Gabia Kesef) - aka Benjamin Broda, the 'secret FrankistRebbe' who stayed within the Jewish community, and married one of Jacob Frank's daughters

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-geni-in-the-bottle/


named Rachel Mayer.

Eliyahu Rivlin is R' Eliezer Rivlin's great-granddad.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/eliyahu-rivlin/
https://www.geni.com/family-tree/index/6000000010579776694


====
Elyahu Rivlin's father is Hillel of Shklov.
His dad is Benjamin Broda, husband of Rachel Mayer, the daughter of Jacob Frank(el). Are youstarting to see, how this extended family with strong Frankist connections

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/eliyahu-rivlin/


has mamash taken over so many parts of the Jewish world? (I just tripped over some moreinfo here, which will take me a few days to process and share...) So in the meantime, let me endwith this.
====

Eliezer Rivlin's brother, Moshe Dov, marries one Moshka Metel Cheshin. That name isinteresting to me, because two of the three main persecutors of the Rav, Rabbi EliezerBerland, within the Breslov community of Meah Shearim have that surname. (Youremember, all those guys who were projecting stuff onto the Rav about being a 'false messiah'and another 'Shabtai Tzvi'?) Whaddya know. They are closely related.
I'm finding the Rav's main persecutors in the same tree asRuvi Rivlin, last President of Israel, a bunch of knownFrankists, and a large group of 'students of the Vilna Gaonwho moved to Israel'.
What a massive CO-INC-IDE-NCE.

====
But there's more.
Take a look at who another 'Cheshin' relative ismarried to:

https://www.geni.com/family-tree/index/6000000036551992593
https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/cheshin-fundaminsky/


====
Hey!
It's a lady called Gittel Fundaminsky.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/cheshin-fundaminsky/


She's descended from the Alter Rebbe's Catholic son, Moshe Schneuri.

====
See, how the Rivlins and the 'Schneuris' married each other?
Then they had a 'Rachel Schneuri' who married a 'MosheTzvi Fundaminsky' - and their kid Gittle is directly relatedto the nutsos who have been persecuting the Rav for the lastdecade.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/rachel-fundaminsky-2/


====
And in case you think those links between the leading lights of the secular State of Israel andthe nutsos who have been working with the State of Israel to persecute the Rav over the last

https://www.rivkalevy.com/the-not-so-lonely-man-of-faith/rachel-fundaminsky-2/


few years is old news, here's another Cheshin relative:

The late Supreme Court Judge Mishael Cheshin.
You can read him being 'eulogised' by his friend (and relative...) President Reuven Rivlin,HERE. Snippet:

http://Rivlin eulogizes Mishael Cheshin, 'poet of Israel's legal world' | The Times of Israel


Cheshin was the son of Shneur Zalman Cheshin, one of the five first justicesof the Israeli Supreme Court after the state’s founding. He was a legal scholarwho served as deputy attorney general before his 1996 appointment to theSupreme Court.
====

So, to keep all this straight: The Meah Shearim psychos who have been persecuting theRav for not having the right yichus, and for bringing all these baal teshuvas into Breslov,and for being a 'wannabe Shabtai Tzvi' - are themselves directly connected to the smallgroup of families with Frankist-Freemason tendencies at the heart of the secular State ofIsrael. Once we know this, it increasingly appears as though they were carrying out theirvendetta against the Rav in their capacity as the employees of the family business known as theState of Israel. Think about that for a moment, while we continue.
====

Rememberhim? And how he's connected to Bolsheviks, Zeitlins and Kletzker / Tumarkins? He's probablyalso connected in to this whole hot mess too.
It's a small world, isn't it?

====
I could go on and on with this. I just stumbled over some more info about R' Chaim of Volozhin'sextended family connections, which no doubt I will share with you soon.

https://www.rivkalevy.com/fondaminskys-zeitlins-and-bolsheviks/mordechai-fundaminsky/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/fondaminskys-zeitlins-and-bolsheviks/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/fondaminskys-zeitlins-and-bolsheviks/mordechai-fundaminsky/
https://www.rivkalevy.com/fondaminskys-zeitlins-and-bolsheviks/


But the point is, R' Joseph Soloveitchik really wasn'tsuch a lonely man after all.
His family was literally running all parts of the Jewish world both in Israel and the Diaspora. Andthey still are.

====
You might also like this article: https://www.rivkalevy.com/yu-and-the-wexner-connection/
Comments
Glenn
Rivka, It's interesting to see that a lot of this seems to go back to the time of the influence of theman who started the jesuits-Ignacio De Loyola, which was in the 1500's. I have to believe thesefamilies who you have researched are connected somehow to him and that the vatican/jesuitinfluence is a part of all this. It may have even originated there.
Rivka Levy
That's an interesting question. I thought we were only dealing with bad Jews, who had 'ErevRav' character traits. I now think that the people in leadership positions may be descended fromnon-Jews, or Karaites, or Sabbaeans, or Frankists, or 'Subbotniks', whatever they are. And thatchanges the picture radically, at least for me.
Rachel Erman
But I thought you changed your understanding of Erev Rav long ago. First you wrote severalarticles about Erev Rav people, but then you started explaining that the only correct way tounderstand this issue is that there are Erev Rav character traits that we all have to struggle toget rid of. Since when did you change your mind again? And why?
Rivka Levy
Likutey Moharan 1:12 I wrote a post on it here: https://www.rivkalevy.com/rebbe-nachmans-demonic-talmid-chachams/
Moishe



Interessting. I see what you are saying, but in this case "to make sure, that the Rav...is worthy"is not possible, how to make it sure? Just because he is saying what I would like to hear? So,you are right, the main thing is " pray a lot of prayers to be worthy of coming close to the truetzaddikim". Few questions: In which sforim does Rebbe Nachman speak "Jewish DemonTalmudei Chachamim"? What are the sources, that Erev Rav can also be a "hareidi" person? Iheard only about "Erev Rav" Jews who are in a leadership position, but who are chiloini..
Rivka Levy
Rebbe Nachman warned us clearly that the majority of our leaders before Moshiach showed upwould literally have heresy dripping out of their pockets. He also wrote extensively about thephenomenon of Jewish Demon Talmudei Chachamim. Look around the Jewish world, and wesee we are in a total mess, in just about every direction - even before Covid 19 came along. I'mnot saying don't trust any Rav. I'm saying make darn sure that the Rav you want to trust isworthy of it, and pray a lot of prayers to be worthy of coming close to the true tzaddikim, beforeputting people up on a pedestal as being 'untouchable', just because of their yichus or title orTorah learning.
Moishe
Ok, I see. But in this case, that means that you can not trust anybody in a leadership positiontoday or even since 200 years? No Rebbe, No Rav? What are criteria for trust? Checking theyichus? Otherwise we have assume, that Leader = Erev Rav?
Hava
This post and others on this topic will mean a lot to me, going forward. Such hypocrites andprojectors the enemies of the Rav are. They even bothered lil' ol' me about it for quite a while afew years ago.
Rivka Levy
The background is simple. The leadership of the Jewish community was hijacked by a smallgroup of Frankist-Freemason families around 200 years ago. Not everyone who belongs tothese families is a Frankist-Freemason, but everyone who is in a position of power (and who thegovernment leaves alone, and pays money to) is at the very least 'playing ball' with theseFrankist-Freemason families. Many people in leadership positions who do not belong to thesefamilies by birth are bought off, many other people are scared to go against them, but the 'core'of this group, the leaders, are groomed from a young age to fulfill their leadership roles in theJewish community. Or rather, to fulfill their leadership roles to subvert the Jewish communityfrom within. It's the concept of the Erev Rav, sadly brought very much to life.



Moishe
Let us assume that a Rav "Ploni" had Y genereations ago an uncle who was a nephew of theFrankist. Why should we assume that this Rav has a problem lehatchila? What is a halachikbase to make these type of connections and therefore to create "a bad name" or even "a badsmell" for someone? Even if his father was Rasha gomur, why can we not assume that his sondid tshuvah?! Let us open the yichus of a rav who is again the vaccinces etc. and check, basedon this logic he should have no "issues" in his yichus. Correct? I mean, sof-sof, we are allrelated to Eisav. Even Moshe Rabejnu and Dovid HaMelech.So what? Just would like tounderstand the background of these series..


